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Today’s
Agenda

13:00 Welcome to the conference

• Opening address - Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair, GHA

• Welcome from our Gold sponsor - Martin Hitchin, CEO, REHAU 
UK

13:20 Session 1: Build Net Zero Now

• Panel discussion – Net zero planning policy and Future Homes 
Standards

• Panel discussion – Net Zero Housing and Finance

14:40 Refreshment break, exhibition, networking

15:10 Session 2: Adaptation and regeneration

16:15 Refreshment break, exhibition, networking

16:40 Session 3: Collective action to accelerate change

17:50 Closing comments from the chair

18:00 Conference close

Drinks, networking and exhibition until 19:30



With thanks 
to our 
sponsors

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor



Exhibitors

Please visit our exhibitors during the 
refreshment breaks and networking drinks.

You will find them in the catering area 
outside of this seminar room.



Build Net 
Zero Now

• Today’s conference is part of our ongoing 
Build Net Zero Now campaign. Launched 
in 2020, the campaign calls for industry to 
go further and faster, and help deliver high-
performing, net zero homes NOW.
• Soon to launch ‘thinktanks’ on Net Zero 

Finance and Planning & Placemaking. 
• If you are interested in getting involved, 

please get in touch to join a thinktank, 
sponsor the campaign or sign up as a GHA 
member.

With thanks to our Phase 3 Campaign Sponsors



Welcome
to the 
conference

Opening address - Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair, GHA

Welcome from our Gold sponsor - Martin Hitchin, 
CEO, REHAU UK



Welcome
from our 
Gold 
sponsor

Martin Hitchin, CEO, REHAU UK



Session 1: Build Net Zero Now
Panel Discussions

Chaired by: 
Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair, Good Homes Alliance

and
Neil Murphy, Director, TOWN/Board member, GHA

GHA 2024 Conference

06/02/2024, London

#BuildNetZeroNow@Good_Homes



Panel 
Discussion
13:20-14:00

Net zero planning policy and Future Homes Standards

• Chaired by Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair, Good Homes Alliance

• Celia Davis, Projects and Policy Manager, Town & Country 
Planning Association

• Thomas Lefevre, Etude

• Marina Goodyear, Senior Technical Consultant, Bioregional

• Emily Rubin, Principal Development Officer, Cornwall Council

• Julie Godefroy, Technical Steering Group member, Net Zero 
Carbon Buildings Standard

• George Martin, Chair, Building Performance Network



Panel 
Discussion
14:00-14:40

Net Zero Housing and Finance

• Chaired by Neil Murphy, Director, TOWN

• Rafe Bertram, Built Environment Sustainability Lead, Enfield 
Council

• Rachael Hunnisett, Green Mortgage Campaign Lead, Green 
Finance Institute

• Tom Hill, Director, Impact Management, Savills Earth

• Stephanie Landymore, Sustainability Lead, Ecology Building 
Society

• Philip Graham, UKRI Design Innovation Scholar at Cambridge 
University (Homerton College) & architect at Cullinan Studio



Refreshment break, 
exhibition and networking

14:40-15:10



Session 2: Adaptation and regeneration

Chaired by: 
Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair, Good Homes Alliance

GHA 2024 Conference

06/02/2024, London

#BuildNetZeroNow@Good_Homes



Session 2
15:10-16:15

Shading for housing: Designing for a changing climate

Tom Dollard, Partner - Sustainability and Innovation, 
Pollard Thomas Edwards

Enhancing biodiversity in housing developments
Sue Young, Head of Land Use Planning, The Wildlife Trusts

Enabling Water Smart Communities

George Warren, Integrated Water Manager, Anglian Water

Q&A



Tom Dollard 
6th Feb 2024





Introduction 
• Health hazard

- 2000 deaths caused by heatwaves
• Forgotten art

- Until the 1950s most shops had awnings
- Today is rarely made integral at design stage

• Barriers
- Cultural – Considered superfluous
- Economic – Upfront cost vs operational savings
- Technical – Specification & detailing 
- Legislative – Open-ended



A short history of shading design  
• British city makers well-versed in shading design until 1970s
• Air conditioning caused the decline of shading devices 
• Environmental cost of air conditioning
• Still new homes shade free



Designing for shading best practice 
• Future proofing and climate resilience

- Use of future weather data is not required for B. Regs compliance
• Retrofit and change of use

- Building fabric and services improvement 
- Office conversion to residential

• Dynamic versus fixed
- Dynamic can be optimized
- Fixed can block some useful solar gains

• Internal versus external
- External much better performance



Designing for shading best practice 
• Window opening

- Inward
• Technical considerations

- Structural support
- Thermal bridging
- Combustibility

• Cost
- Number & size
- Automation

• Embodied carbon
- 1-2%
- Operational savings



Case studies – product guide 



Case studies – summary of properties
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Cost
• Future proofing and clim
• Dynamic versus fixed

- Dynamic can be optimized
- Fixed can block some useful solar gains

• Internal versus external
- External much better performance

Product Cost (£)

Projecting aluminium sunbreaker 50% drop of window 3780

200mm aluminium aerofoil louvres fixed vertical or horizontal 8350

External roller blind with free hanging fabric guides motorised 5100

External venetian blind with fascia box motorised 5360

External roller shutter 4434

External drop arm awning motorised 4173

External Dutch canopy 4184

External foldaway awning manual 2450

Internal venetian manual 1164

Internal roller blinds standard fabric manual 1040

Internal plantation style timber shutter 5120

*Example cost illustration for house with 8 No. windows



Modelling in appendix



Modelling: Fixed vs Dynamic
Fixed
• Summertime performance:

- Peak
- Cumulative

• Optimisation of:
- Geometry
- Orientation

• Daylight – Overcast sky

Dynamic
• Typical summer day
• Optimisation of materiality
• Daylight – Sunny sky



Fixed: Overhang 

Grey = unshaded 
Red = shaded

The lower the red line from 
the grey, the better the 
performance



Fixed: Overhang 

Effect with overcast sky



Fixed: Vertical fin 

Grey = unshaded 
Red = shaded

The lower the red line from 
the grey, the better the 
performance



Fixed: Vertical fin 

Effect with overcast sky



Dynamic: External shutters

Green = unshaded 
YOR = different infill types

The closer to the green line, 
the better the performance



Dynamic: External shutters

Effect with sunny sky
Should be retracted with 
overcast sky



Grey = unshaded 
RGB= different blind colours

The lower from the grey line, 
the better the performance

Dynamic: External roller blinds



Dynamic: External roller blinds

Effect with sunny sky
Should be retracted with 
overcast sky



Conclusion



Recommendations
• Future proof homes - use future weather data in the modelling 
• Incorporate external shading products from the start
• Prioritise dynamic shading - optimised performance in all seasons
• Inward opening windows - more ventilation, safer to operate, easier to clean
• Resident awareness on how to use



Download the guide 
Good Homes Alliance website

goodhomes.org.uk/news/shading-for-housing



Nature and housing
Dr Sue Young



The Wildlife Trusts

Our vision is of a thriving natural 
world, with our wildlife and 
natural habitats playing a valued 
role in addressing the climate 
and ecological emergencies, and 
everyone inspired to get involved 
in nature’s recovery. 



Why nature?

© Ben Porter



What else can natural green space do for us?

Provide temporary floodwater 
storage

Reduce the heat island effect

Provide shade and cooling

Recreational space for communities

Boost biodiversity



The Wildlife Trusts’ vision for sustainable housing 

vProvide the right homes

vIn the right place

vIn the right way

vUsing nature and people 
centred design

vWithin environmental limits



Build homes in the right place

• Follow the mitigation hierarchy:
• Development should avoid 

harming nature,
• Where this is not possible, all 

harm should be mitigated, or as 
a last resort compensated.

• Avoid building in the floodplain
• Well connected for public transport 

and wider services



Build in the right way

Features for climate 
adaptation can be 
designed to benefit 
nature



Build homes in the right way



Nature and people-centred design

Nature-rich 
open space

Traffic-free 
greenways

Nature on 
your doorstep

Accessible to all



At The Wildlife Trust we are committed to 
delivering the best outcomes for Nature. This 
means we want to achieve a gold standard of 
Biodiversity Net-Gain that is both high quality 
and high integrity. 

What is ‘Gold Standard Biodiversity Net-Gain’? 

Always additional 
Strategically located to support Nature’s 
recovery 
Delivers ecologically resilient habitats, in the 
right places. 
Protected in perpetuity and integrated into our 
network of Nature Reserves
Maximises ecosystem service provision
Provides people with access to nature

To ensure the quality and integrity of the service 
we provide, the Wildlife Trusts across England 
have collectively established a clear set of 
guiding principles in the context of BNG delivery. 
In some areas, these principles set the bar 
higher than Government regulations and 
guidance, in line with long standing Wildlife Trust 
policy lines, to ensure genuinely additional and 
permanent gains in biodiversity to support 
nature’s recovery that will benefit both wildlife 
and people well beyond the 30-year BNG period. 

Biodiversity-Net Gain with The Wildlife Trusts

Habitat banking is our approach to 
delivering BNG. This approach allows the 
creation of strategically located habitats, 
that support large-scale habitat creation 
projects. This approach also enables the 
creation of habitats before any 
biodiversity loss is caused by 
development and creates a pipeline of 
biodiversity credits ready for the 
development sector. As well as delivering 
more for nature, Habitat banking also 
provides greater levels of security for our 
buyers as both the legal agreements 
securing delivery and habitat creation are 
already in place before any units are 
sold.

Image: Farmland in Wiltshire © Guy Edwardes/2020VISION64 |  Biodiversity Net-Gain The Wildlife Trusts



Thank you
Email: syoung@wildlifetrust.org

          @wildishly 

www.wildlifetrusts.org 

mailto:syoung@wildlifetrust.org
http://www.wildlifetrusts.org/


Presentation to Good Homes 
Alliance Conference

6th February 2024

Enabling Water 
Smart 
Communities 



EWSC | PARTNERS

Lead Delivery Partners

Who’s Involved?

Funded Partners

Independent Programme BoardSupporting Partners



What is a water smart 
community?

EWSC | DEFINITION 

Our focus is on Enabling...

A WSC is a place where 
water is central to the design, 

where people embrace the 
principles of water 

stewardship and where 
they are empowered by 

assets and systems to use 
water wisely and with care 

for the environment



EWSC | INTRODUCTION

Systemic Risk

e.g., Global warming, 
Pandemic, Economic 
Crises, Geopolitical 

Crises

Cascading Risk

e.g., Extreme weather 
pattern, growing 

population, urbanisation, 
increasing inequality

Shared Risks

e.g., Long-term stewardship of 
assets, flood risk and nutrient 

neutrality, competing 
demands for land

Opportunities

Areas of collaborative action 
and investment where 

innovation unlocks new value 
for all stakeholders.

What is bringing housing and 
water together?



EWSC | INTRODUCTION

Which actors can 
enable WSC?

Above: initial mapping of the proximity of actors to the enabling WSC effort. ‘Water Smart Asset Stewardship’ 
refers to actors who have direct obligations or roles in owning and operating water cycle assets and water 
services connected to EWSC. [Working diagram – snapshot of work in progress December 2023]



By addressing the core objectives of integrated 
water management and the shared challenges 
facing water and housing, WSCs can support 
positive outcomes across multiple different 
systems.

What wider outcomes can 
EWSC unlock?

EWSC | INTRODUCTION 

Integrated 
Water
Cycle

The wider social, economic and environmental outcomes that might be delivered by enabling WSCs were explored 
and prioritised during a collaborative workshop at the at the Kick Off Meeting with 50 participants (July 2022)(IWM 
model and outcomes framework based on Design with Water, Arup 2012, 2022)

https://anglianwater.sharepoint.com/:b:/r/sites/prjOfwatInnovationWaterSmartCommunity/Project%20Documents/2.%20Meetings/2.7%20Misc%20and%20Events/2022%2007%2014%20Kick%20Off%20Meeting/Summary%20Output/EWSC%20KO%20Workshop%20Summary%20Issue.pdf?csf=1&web=1&e=bu3mOy


SYNTHESIS REPORT | EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Visuals in development, for 
inspiration not for review

Our Vision

Rethinking whole-life water stewardship 
to accelerate the adoption of integrated 
water management, supporting communities 
and the environment to thrive.

EWSC | VISION



The EWSC model

EWSC | EWSC MODEL 

Complex delivery 
environment

Stewardship

Value

Assets

Different entry 
points

Enabling Water 
Smart 

Communities 

Combining three leverage points to 
enable action within complex delivery 
environment. Each of these building 
blocks must be addressed for a water 
smart community to exist and thrive.

”…sometimes it starts with a piece 
of 
land, or alternatively it can start 
with 
groups searching for land…”
Nichola Morris, Community Land Trust Network



Unpacking the EWSC building blocks

Value StewardshipAssetsRethinking….

Towards…
…place-based, outcomes-led,

approaches
…integrated design 

and asset 
management

….cultures of 
care and resilient long-

term governance

V

SA

EWSC | EWSC MODEL



Rethinking Assets

How assets are defined by different actors has a 
large impact on what they design and value, how 
they invest, and what they might own and manage.

Assets can be physical and non-physical and may 
exist at different scales, from a household or 
community to a water distribution and treatment 
network or wider catchment or region.

A focus on enabling integrated assets at community-
scale will require new ways of working, collaborating 
to achieve greater integration across systems and 
scales.

Based on Design with Water (Arup 2012, 2022)

Water-sensitive 
development

Strategic green-blue 
infrastructure 

Distribution and 
treatment 
networks

Catchment, land, 
resources, topography

People, community, 
information, economy

Ph
ys

ic
al

 
N

on
-p

hy
si

ca
l 

Integrated 
Water
Cycle

Water Asset Systems

V

SA

EWSC | EWSC MODEL



Rethinking Value

Shared value case 

Individual value case 

The actions of citizens and organisations are 
primarily driven by their core — 'must do’— 
obligations. 

Values shape the direction and priorities for 
action beyond this towards voluntary — ‘should-
do’ and ‘could-do’ — actions.

In practice a strong individual value case, either 
monetary or non-monetary, is the primary 
enabler for action beyond ‘must do’ activities.

New models of shared value creation, 
capture  and exchange are required to enable 
place-based outcomes.

Can’t do

Should do

Must do

Could do

Can’t do Where there is no mandatory 
obligation, actions tend to be 
more values driven. In practice, 
however, these 
optional  actions are normally 
dependent on a strong 
individual value case, 
supported by holistic 
outcomes/value frameworks 
such as Six Capitals, SDGs, 
ESG criteria etc.

For citizens or organisations 
‘Must-do’ actions - mandatory 
obligations and duties - will 
often be strongly linked to 
values, and the value created. 
They may also create ‘wider  
value’. This is not a necessary 
condition, however, since these 
are not optional actions.

Establish individual 
role and value case 

Understand core 
obligations, and case for 

investment in non-
mandatory outcomes

Align around shared 
values and value

Identify and align actors with 
complimentary values and 
drivers for action. Build a 

shared value case

Shared value case and 
resilient governance 

New shared value and 
governance models to 

enable and protect long-
term outcomes

V

SA

EWSC | EWSC MODEL



Rethinking Stewardship
Stewardship is essential to looking after water as 
a common good and unpins the enabling of 
water smart communities. Stewardship goes 
beyond management.

Three stewardship principles have emerged as 
critical to EWSC: a strong shared culture, 
resilient, long-term governance, and delivery of 
wider positive outcomes.

These EWSC stewardship principles underpin 
and shape the other building blocks of ‘value’ 
and ‘assets’.

EWSC Stewardship Principles 

(1)
Building cultures of awareness, care 
and respect for the water cycle and a 
collective sense of responsibility 
towards the water commons.

(2)
Governance of resources and assets 
that restore, protect and enhance the 
water environment and underpin public 
health, safety and resilience.

(3)
Delivering wider positive socio-cultural, 
economic and environmental 
outcomes through long-term 
stewardship of water cycle assets.

© Arup

V

SA

EWSC | EWSC MODEL

“Stewardship is 
holding something in 
trust for another 
generation. A good 
steward leaves
it in a better 
condition than they 
found it”
Global Commission on the



=+ System Complexity
Levels of integration between 

individual actions and whole system

EWSC Model
The building blocks of 

EWSC

EWSC Framework
Forming action areas 

Stewardship

Assets

Value

Individual Network System

Value

StewardshipAssets

By combining the building blocks of our EWSC model 
within the different levels of system complexity, we have 
developed a framework for enabling water smart 
communities. 

Individual

Network

System

Scales of action and impact

EWSC | FRAMEWORK



The EWSC framework

EWSC | FRAMEWORK

Facilitating a transition towards 
EWSC.  Progress can happen at 
different points across the system and 
action can take many forms:

Pathways

Linked Actions

Ripple Effects

Stewardship

Assets

Value

Individual Network System

Whole life-cycle roles

Aligning each actor’s 
stewardship roles and 
obligations with values, 
capacity and capability. 
Cultivating cultures of care 
and respect for water as a 
common good.

Collective stewardship 
models

Multiple actors aligning to 
form new entities with new 
forms of agreement for 
sharing ownership/ 
management linked to shared 
risks and value

System-level agreements

Embedding concepts of 
intergenerational 
stewardship.
Enabling stewardship through 
norms, cultures, funding, 
finance, and changes to 
policy/ legislation/ regulation. 

Multiple/ networked 
assets

Considering dependency with 
asset networks within and 
beyond the site. Considering 
partnership action to increase 
integration across water 
smart systems

Whole system

Regional/national actions: the 
role of regulation, governance, 
design standards, and asset 
management approaches to 
support water smart 
innovation

Singular asset / site

Actions towards delivery of 
water smart assets that can 
be shaped directly through the 
site or community scale 
development. 

Aligning a network of 
actors

Values shared between 
individuals/ organisations. 
Wider benefits beyond core 
duties captured. 
Organisations align around 
shared values.

Enabling the shared value 
case

Systems and processes for 
capturing,  pooling and 
distributing shared outcomes 
and value arising from 
individual or collective action 
across multiple systems

Individual actors

Considering core duties (must 
do, should do, could do, can't 
do etc) personal or 
organisational value case 
made, and value captured.
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Level of integration between individual actions and wider systems



EWSC | ENABLING ACTIONS

Developing the Enabling Actions 

The research and engagement undertaken 
throughout the Discovery workstream 
were synthesised into a long-list of 
enabling actions.

65 Enabling Actions

Insight was codified across the 9 areas of 
action across the framework, synthesising 
them into a set of actions within 
each. These were refined by the project 
team working group, joining similar 
enabling actions together and adding 
missing ones.

Insight Articles

Summaried into the EWSC Framework

Interviews

Synthesis of all actions



Enabling actions long list Actions prioritisation Enabling action projects

A1

A4

A3

A2

A6

A5

A7
A8

Public-sector focus (Thames Water)

A1

A2

A5
A4

A4

A3

A7

A6

A2
A7

A7

A8

A8
A1

Private-sector focus (Anglian Water)

Community-led focus (United Utilities)

Water-sector focus (TBC)

Next steps – identifying and prioritising 
enabling actions
The next phase of the project will develop test, 
transition pathways that enable these to happen 
more widely.  Actions are assembled into project 
action areas.

Programme-wide actions

P1 P2 P3

EWSC | ENABLING ACTIONS



A

V

S

Community led stewardship model 
for WSC
Develop and test a community led 
stewardship model that empowers 
communities to incorporate, operate and 
maintain water-smart assets that meet the 
principles of Integrated Water 
Management (IWM). 
• Understanding and assessing existing 

stewardship models.
• Co-designing a new community led 

stewardship model.
• Identifying a suitable residential 

development site to demonstrate the 
model.

• Producing a replicable model that can 
be applied to all development types 

On-site water reuse

Creating clear guidance on how and 
where community-scale systems for 
water reuse can be delivered. 

• Roadmap

• Regulations

• Business case

Water for people and places

Identify and understand the tools and 
assets already at our disposal to define 
how water companies, local planning 
authorities and developers can unlock 
and share the value of water smart 
communities. 

Initial Enabling Actions Projects

A

V

S

A

V

S

EWSC | ENABLING ACTIONS

Note: above proposals are snapshots of workstreams currently in development.



EWSC | TRANSITION PATHWAYS

Long-term 
Ambition: 

EWSC 
Transition 
Outcomes 
achieved

Mid-term 
Ambition:

EWSC Outcomes 
achieved

Desired  FutureTransition Pathway

EWSC Project

Present

Discovery 
workstream

Enabling 
Action Projects

(Cascading) 
future projects

Cyclic process of 
long-term revision to 
ensure that ambitions 
remain vital and 
relevant 

+ External projects, policy 
and other influences

+ early quick 
wins

EWSC Transition Pathway

Academic Research 

Communications & Engagement

Monitoring and Evaluation



For news, events or to get in volved, please get in touch:

ewsc@anglianwater.co.uk

@WaterSmart_EWSC

www.linkedin.com/company/enabling-water-smart-communities/ ewsc.org.uk



Refreshment break, 
exhibition and networking

16:15-16:40



Session 3: Collective action and leading 
edge thinking to accelerate change

Facilitated by Jon Bootland, Director, 
Sustainable Development Foundation

GHA 2024 Conference

06/02/2024, London

#BuildNetZeroNow@Good_Homes



About this 
session

1. Format: 
• 5 minute ‘pitch’ presentations. 
• 30-minute panel discussion and Q&A.

2. Focus on aspirational policy asks:
• What should the policy ask be?
• How could it be delivered in practice?
• What impact would it achieve?

3. Aims: 
• To inform a ‘New manifesto for housing’.
• Engage with political parties.
• Shape future GHA activities



GHA
Themes

• Alternative Housing Models and Innovative Finance

• Healthy Homes and Places

• Net Zero and Energy Solutions

• Quality and In-Use Performance

• Urban Design, Planning, Placemaking & Biodiversity



Our 
Manifesto
Pledges

• Homes that minimise operational energy and water demand, and 
perform in use as intended

• Homes and places that maximise on-site renewable energy and utilise 
energy management/storage solutions to meet demand (using solutions 
such as smart grids)

• Homes that minimise whole life carbon through their product selection, 
construction processes, in-use operation and disposal or reuse of 
building materials at end of life

• Healthy, adaptive homes with excellent indoor air quality (ventilation, 
non-toxic materials), comfort (overheating/shading control) and 
sufficient space (space standards)

• Attractive homes and places with robust materials and detailing for low 
and easy maintenance and which will stand the test of time

• Homes and places that maximise biodiversity and ecological 
improvements

• Homes and places that are resilient to a rapidly changing climate and 
extreme weather events including minimising overheating and flood risk

• Homes that provide growing and leisure opportunities including 
occupants’ access to private amenity space and shared green/open 
space



Our Expert 
Speakers

• Net Zero – Julie Godefroy, Head of Net Zero Policy, CIBSE / Technical 
Steering Group member, UK Net Zero Carbon Buildings Standard

• Healthy Homes – Rosalie Callway, Projects and Policy Manager, TCPA

• Community-led Housing - Tom Chance, Chief Executive, Community Land 
Trust Network

• Embodied Carbon - Seb Laan Lomas, Associate and Passivhaus Designer, 
Architype/ Coordinator, Architects Climate Action Network (ACAN)

• Building Performance - George Martin, Chair, Building Performance 
Network

• Circular Economy - Katherine Adams, Technical Director, The Alliance for 
Sustainable Building Products (ASBP)



Net Zero
Julie Godefroy

Head of Net Zero Policy, CIBSE / Technical 
Steering Group member, UK Net Zero 
Carbon Buildings Standard



Collective action and leading edge thinking to accelerate change
UK Net Zero Carbon Buildings Standard

Julie Godefroy
Head of Net Zero Policy, CIBSE



Before I start… 

My views, not speaking on behalf of the NZBCS



Policy as a stepping stone to the UK NZCBS



Current policy

Setting targets or limits for operational energy 
and embodied carbon, and other related 

metrics

NZBCS:
Whole life carbon

Partial 
(= regulated) 
operational carbon

No regulation 
of

embodied carbon



NZCBS:
Based on outcomes

Current policy: 
Mostly normalised 

calculations
 

Non-domestic
Public: DECs, but little impact
Commercial: DEC-ish proposed, but no progress 

Domestic
Proposals, but partial and voluntary

?



NZCBS: Science-based
Top Down & Bottom Up

Aligned with the UK's remaining carbon 
budget and other actions needed by the UK 

built environment to deliver decarbonisation in 
line with a 1.5°C pathway

Current policy

Changing targets (notional building)

Viability?

Cost per carbon saved?
 

Other ?



Policy as a stepping stone to the UK NZCBS: 
Regulations as backstop, not the end goal

q Local Authorities able to set policies relying on the NZCBS 

q Building Regulations accounting for all energy uses, with reporting in use 

q Building Regulations addressing embodied carbon (Part Z)

q Operational ratings aligned with NZCBS  e.g. NZCBS = top rating

q Alignment of policies, funding, tax incentives etc



Thank you! 

Julie Godefroy
jgodefroy@cibse.org 

mailto:jgodefroy@cibse.org


Healthy 
Homes

Rosalie Callway

Projects and Policy Manager, TCPA



Campaign for Healthy Homes
Good Homes Alliance 

6th February 2024



Housing and health context

Ø Over one in ten people live in homes 
that are not ‘decent’ 

Ø Those living in poor-quality housing are 
twice as likely to have poor health

Ø Poor housing costs the NHS at least 
£2bn a year to treat preventable 
illnesses – respiratory and 
cardiovascular diseases, mental 
health, and mortality.

Ø Overheating standards don’t apply 
to homes under PDR or ‘material 
change of use’ - Over half UK homes 
(15.7 million) fail the bedroom 
overheating criterion (ARUP)



These are homes



Why we need change!

• Planning and development of new homes is 
increasingly complex, fragmented, 
deregulated and poorly enforced

• Planning still lacks a legally defined intention 
to support people’s health and wellbeing

• There are no legally enforceable minimum 
standards on key aspects of new homes, 
particularly in relation to their location 





Creating a clear 
national housing 
strategy 
ØA vision and 

blueprint for a new 
generation of 
healthy new towns 
and communities

Ø Joining-up 
housing quality 
and quantity to 
promote both  
human and 
planetary health 

Image: 

Ebbsfleet Development Corporation



Thank you!

For more information:
Hugh.Ellis: TCPA.org.uk

Rosalie.Callway@TCPA.org.uk
Sally.Roscoe@TCPA.org.uk 

Campaign sponsor

mailto:Rosalie.Callway@TCPA.org.uk
mailto:Sally.Roscoe@TCPA.org.uk


Community-
led Housing

Tom Chance

Chief Executive, Community Land Trust 
Network



Community-led action 
to accelerate change

Tom Chance, Chief Executive
Community Land Trust Network



COMMUNITY AGENCY MATTERS

Local 
authority

Developer/
Builder

Suppliers

Consultants Housing 
association

Community



VISION -> COLLECTIVE ACTION
IN PRACTICE

> 358 CLTs in England and Wales

> 1,823 homes in ownership

> 7,200 homes in development

> Also 100+ green space, workspace, 
community centres, shops, etc.
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ROLE IN TACKLING CLIMATE EMERGENCY



AN AMBITIOUS POLICY
THE TARGET

> 5% of housing supply should be community-led 
development



AN AMBITIOUS POLICY
THE STRATEGY

> Growth Lab to develop new ‘products’ and enabling 
services

> Growth Fund to de-risk and reduce cost of finance

> Changes to NPPF, AHP, regulations to incentivise 
partnership with communities

> Industry giving this a go - speak to us!



Embodied 
Carbon 

Seb Laan Lomas

Associate and Passivhaus Designer, 
Architype/ Coordinator, Architects Climate 
Action Network (ACAN)



“Why  
Embodied 
Carbon?”

Because it is 
11% of global 

emissions
ACAN Carbon Footprint of Construction 2021



“Is the 
construction 
industry 
ready?”

Yes! It has 
the tools, 
the skills, 

and the ambition!



“How would we set 
targets for it?”

2026: Whole Life Carbon reporting
2028: Upfront Carbon limits



“What other 
benefits would 
it bring the 
UK?

It will empower our 
Just Transition to a 
bio-based, circular, 

and #RetrofitFirst 
industry



“What does 
Government 
need to do?”

Follow 
Netherlands, 

France, Sweden, 
Norway, Finland, 
Denmark, USA, 

and Canada, and 
regulate 

embodied 
carbon! 



Building 
Performance 
In-use

George Martin

Chair, Building Performance Network



6th February 2024

Building Performance in use.
George  Martin
Chair building Performance Network



www.Building-Performance.Network

State of the Nation Review

This State of the Nation study provides an 
accessible review of key studies on new-
build housing performance and the building 
performance evaluation methods adopted.

Reducing the performance gap will provide 
lower bills and lower carbon emissions thus 
helping with both the cost of living crisis 
and the climate emergency. 



www.Building-Performance.Network

The BPE British Standard 

Funding from the UKRI Transforming Construction 
Challenge

• Chair: Dr Kerry Mashford OBE - Interfacing Ltd.

• Dr Zachary Gill - SOAP Retrofit Ltd.

• Prof Fionn Stevenson – BPN &
formerly University of Sheffield

British Standard BS40101:2022



www.Building-Performance.Network

The first British Standard for BPE

Appointed Evaluator selects entry BPE evaluation level

Standard BPELight BPEPreliminary Evaluation 

All buildings
Individual/sample

Investigative BPE
Additional elements pursued in parallel or following any of the three BPE levels

Detail

Base buildings only

Detail Detail

• Domestic and non-domestic buildings
• Focus on BPE in practice
• Beyond measurement, to action and 

communication

British Standard BS40101:2022



www.Building-Performance.Network

BS 40101

Architype have developed this  
attractive form to highlight the 
parameters required for a housing 
development for a sample cohort of 
10% of units.

We are going to look this year at 
graphically re-imagining BS40101 to 
make it more approachable to users



www.Building-Performance.Network

Energy House 2.0 University of Salford



www.Building-Performance.Network

Few developers use ‘low carbon’ in 
marketing literature!



www.Building-Performance.Network

Future Homes Hub – Ready for Zero

One Recommendation



www.Building-Performance.Network

GLA Monitoring Programme.

Start reporting first results this year



www.Building-Performance.Network

The Future Homes and Buildings 
Standards: 2023 consultation

d. None of the above

compulsory

Question 40: Compulsory Building Performance Evaluation using BS 40101

Perhaps housebuilders could have a contingency applied which is lifted if 
they demonstrate performance in use….???



www.Building-Performance.Network

Please respond to the The 
Future Homes and Buildings 
Standards: 2023 consultation 
by the 6th March 2024. 

Compulsory Building Performance Evaluation using BS 40101



e: info@building-performance.network
w: building-performance.network
LinkedIn: building-performance-network
Twitter: @BuildPNUK



Circular 
Economy

Katherine Adams

Technical Director, The Alliance for 
Sustainable Building Products (ASBP)



Circular Economy

Good Homes Alliance Conference 2024 

6th  February, 2024

Dr Katherine Adams, Technical Director

@asbp_uk



Circular economy in construction  



Circular economy and the climate emergency



Circle House (Denmark) 

• 90% of the project’s housing materials to be reusable without loss of value



Vision

• All (social) housing to be designed with circularity principles 
throughout their whole life cycle by 2027 including:

• Use of reclaimed materials and recycled materials (urban 
mining)

• Designing for adaptability and flexibility (how the house 
grows with the occupants)

• Designing for durability and longevity (financial sense)

• Designing for next use (components and building (in 
layers))

• Effective utilisation (space and sharing)



How 

Require (planning/land purchases)

• Pre-redevelopment audits (justification of demolition)

• Pre-demolition audits (what can be reused/recycled 
(higher value)

• Design reviews to include circularity

• Scenario modelling for adaptability

• Project targets – reclaimed content, recycled content, 
reusable potential, material intensity per bedrooms 
etc

• Require (planning/land purchases)

Enablers 

• Collaboration 

• Industry take back schemes/reuse business models 

• Support to innovative circular products 

• Better evidence of whole life cycle (true) costs and 
social gains 

• Community and occupant engagement 

• Systematic change 



Thank you 

5th February, 2024

Dr Katherine Adams, Technical Director

@asbp_uk



Discussion



Poll - Slido
• From the policy asks discussed this afternoon, 

select the 3 you believe are most important 
and should be at the forefront of future 
policy.



Results

19% 17% 15% 12% 11% 9% 6% 6% 5%
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Closing comments from the chair

Lynne Sullivan OBE, Chair,
Good Homes Alliance

GHA 2024 Conference

06/02/2024, London

#BuildNetZeroNow@Good_Homes



Thanks again 
to our 
sponsors

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor



Good Homes Alliance 2024 Conference

Chaired by Lynne Sullivan OBE,
Chair, Good Homes Alliance

GHA 2024 Conference

06/02/2024, London

“Near the tipping point... How industry must act NOW
to help avert climate disaster”

#BuildNetZeroNow@Good_Homes


